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Background Estimation
Using Invariant Mass
Template
The invariant mass of the tag
probe pairs Mll is used, based
on the assumption of negligible
signal contamination in the off
Z peak region.
➢
Background templates are
constructed using probes which
pass inverted identification and
isolation
criteria
then
normalized to the data using a
sideband method.
➢

Introduction
Electron efficiency is measured
using tagandprobe method with
two independent and
complementary samples: J/ψ→ee
and Z→ee decays.
➢ Three efficiencies are measured
for 2015 data with an integrated
luminosity of 3.2 fb1:
Reconstruction (reco),
identification (ID) and isolation
(iso) efficiencies.
➢

Efficiency Dependency
on Pile Up

Background Estimation
Using Calorimetric
Isolation Template

The efficiencies are found to be
robust with respect to the
number of primary vertices in
the range probed by the
available data.

The calorimetric isolation of
the probe is used, based on
the
assumption
that
electrons from the Z→ee
decay are isolated while
background electrons are
mostly nonisolated
➢
Templates are constructed
by cut inversion and scaled
to the tail of data.
➢
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Electron Isolation
Efficiency

Electron Reconstruction
Efficiency

Probes PassingTQ+LH +iso
ϵiso =
Probes PassingTQ+LH

Probes Passing Track Quality (TQ)
ϵreco=
All Energy Clusters
The reconstruction efficiency is
measured in Z→ee events with
ET>15 GeV.
➢A
good track quality (TQ)
requires the object to have at
least 1 pixel hit and 7 silicon
hits.
➢ The main complication is the
background estimate in the
denominator for the electrons
seen as a cluster without
reconstructed matching track.

➢

➢

➢

The sum of the background contribution and the MC signal, which
are binned in ET and η, describes well the signal region.

Electron Identification Efficiency
➢
➢

Probes Passing TQ+ LH
ϵID =
Probes PassingTQ
➢

Identification of signal electrons
and rejection of background
candidates is performed
with a
likelihood (LH) method, using as
input calorimeter shower shape
and tracking variables.

Electron isolation is a very
powerful
technique
to
disentangle electron from heavy
resonance
decays,
photon
conversions and light hadrons
misidentified as electrons.

Z → ee (mee-based bkg sub)
Z → ee (iso-based bkg sub)

J/ψ → ee (lifetime fit)
J/ψ → ee (lifetime cut)
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Identification efficiency is measured using 4 methods, in Z→ee
sample with the two background subtraction techniques described
above and in J/ψ→ee sample with background subtraction
techniques based either on a combined masslifetime fit or on the
mass distribution only, with ET>7 GeV and three identification
working points: Tight, Medium, and Loose LH with the impact
parameter requirements, d0 /< 5 and z0 .sinθ < 0.5 mm.
➢ The systematic uncertainty is mainly due
to the background
subtraction procedure. Statistical uncertainties are dominating.
➢

➢

Calorimeter
and
tracking
isolation variables are combined
to define the isolation selection.

Conclusion

➢

The good agreement between
the reconstruction results
obtained in data and in MC
gives confidence in the MC
description of the detector
response for electrons with
ET< 15 GeV.

The first data sample collected
in 2015 by ATLAS has been
used to measure the electron
reconstruction and identification
The
obtained
➢
The scale factors few % lower than 1 come mostly from the efficiencies.
modeling of lateral shower shapes and are similar to run 1 results. precision is so far dominated by
the statistical uncertainty, and
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